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When I first started working at a large public university in Birmingham, Alabama, nearly 20 years 
ago, one of the mandatory New Employee Orientation workshops was diversity training. All new 
employees to the system were required to attend, so there were faculty members, staff members from 
all positions across the university, and employees to the connected, world-renowned medical facil-
ities—from medical doctors to clerical and nursing staff. Our group of over 100, which represented 
multiple nationalities and ethnicities, was broken into several tables of smaller teams to enable group 
discussions. Not everyone was excited about the workshop, but I was delighted.

At the time, I was finishing my dissertation on identity politics, and the ways we carry our embodied 
identities into cyberspace. There were two basic camps of thought at the time: that cyberspace offered 
a utopia that was un-raced, un-gendered, etc. and therefore free of all the biases that come with 
interactions based on real world identities. The other camp, of which I was a member, was working 
to demonstrate that we carry our embodied realities into our online personas. In other words, I was 
deep into the subject matter of identity and primed to have a meaningful conversation as part of an 
orientation that was otherwise focused on some pretty mundane material.

What sticks with me, nearly two decades later, is how the primary message of the two-hour training 
was convoluted, confusing, and even bizarre. Everyone at my table was baffled by what they wanted 
us to “get” from their exercises, which were all focused on examining the diversity of each group 
member and the multiple levels of diversity. While the concept sounds appropriate in theory, in 
practice we ended up accomplishing what some might call “a whole lot of nothing.”  The goal was to 
show how we are all equally diverse—whether because of our race, religion, income level, relationship 
status, sexual orientation, responsibilities at home, or even our personalities. We all finished the 
workshop with a collective, “Huh?”

In “Two Types of Diversity Training that Really Work” from Harvard Business Review, Lindsey, King, 
Membere, and Cheung discuss the mixed results from the research on the effectiveness of diversity 
training: some studies suggest programming can be effective, others argue it is a waste of time, and 
some empirical data demonstrates there can even be backlash if the training is poorly handled. They 
believe that the effectiveness of the training depends on the methods used, the personalities of the 
ones being trained, and the measurable outcomes after completing training.

The exercises they suggest showed promise were perspective-taking (“writing a few sentences imagining 
distinct challenges a marginalized minority might face”) and goal setting (with “specific, measurable, 
and challenging goals related to diversity”). The personality characteristics at play, they believed, 
were participants’ natural empathy levels and “social dominance orientation,” with people high on 
that scale being more resistant to diversity training. They felt hope for that latter group was found in 
“having an authority figure endorse the importance of diversity initiatives” to reach the resistant ones.

The continuing problematic nature of our current understanding on diversity initiatives seems clear. 
The answers are either strictly numbers-based or completely unquantifiable. It’s simple, of course, to 
point to a required workshop or the diversity numbers growing and claim a victory. If the complex 
psycho-social dynamics of inclusion can be solved in a day or via a small committee, then sign me up. 

But I think we all know those methods are not producing real results. What Vassar’s Engaged 
Pluralism Initiative offers is not nearly as neat and tidy. The comprehensive approach is complicated, 
ongoing, emotionally taxing work that may not offer the easily checked-off goals or a superficial 
boost. However, what hard work can offer is what it has always provided: better results.
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Dr. Candice Lowe Swift is an Associate Professor of 

Anthropology, Africana Studies and International Studies 

at Vassar College. In addition to her research and teaching, 

where she covers a wide range of topics including Cultural 

Anthropology, the Anthropology of Food, Globalization, the 

Indian Ocean world, and Pedagogy, she directs the Engaged 

Pluralism Initiative (EPI). Though most campuses seem to 

recognize a need for some type of diversity work or diversity-

inclusion work that might be channeled through an office, 

Lowe Swift knew from the start that she hoped for something 

broader and deeper for Vassar Students. As a result, the EPI 

became campus-wide, integrative work.

PROFESSOR SPOTLIGHT

Engaged Pluralism Initiative at Vassar College

The Birth of EPI 
In the fall of 2016, Lowe Swift was working 
with Jon Chenette, then Interim President of 
Vassar, in developing effective mechanism to 
better understand challenges for low-income, 
first-generation, or historically underrepresented 
groups on their campus. 

Pulling together feedback from administrators, 
faculty, and students, they became co-inves-
tigators on a Mellon Foundation proposal to 
create a welcoming learning community for all 
students. 

The funding of that proposal led to the launch 
of the EPI, with Lowe Swift and Jon Chenette 
at the helm, while in close collaboration with 
President Elizabeth H. Bradley and now William 
Hoynes, the current Dean of the Faculty.

The Limitations of the 
Semantics and the System 
According to Lowe Swift, terms and goals with 
familiar semantics of “diversity work” can be 
limiting in that diversity and/or inclusion work 
often becomes associated with one person or 
one office—usually a person of color—and 
prescribed groups who are then charged with 
developing a more diverse or inclusive campus.

While many colleges have found a solution 
in hiring or naming a Chief Diversity Officer, 
the Vassar faculty was uncomfortable with that 
option because, as Lowe Swift explains, “A single 
individual can’t be responsive to every social 
challenge or identity.” 

Furthermore, if the responsibility is placed on 
one person or even one office, there may be too 
much vulnerability for an individual to address 
senior administration about potential problems. 
Even at Vassar, a place where questioning power 
is built into the fabric of the community, Lowe 
Swift explains that one person carrying the voice 
of many to the administration just isn’t ideal. 

Often, diversity pushes, in a traditional sense, 
can lead colleges to focus on something tangible, 
what can be easily enumerated, and what—in 
essence—can be a quick fix. Increasing numbers 
of underrepresented groups on campus, for 
example, is a necessary first step, but this 
numbers game can give a purely quantitative 
focus to diversity work, and Lowe Swift wants 
something more qualitative and comprehensive, 
a system to move the College “forward in all 
areas.” 

Though Vassar College started a need-blind 
admissions policy several years ago, Lowe Swift 

notes that those moves don’t help with profiling, 
microaggressions, or incidences of bias. Culture 
shift is also necessary, and the whole learning 
community can benefit from more compre-
hensive change.

Another underlying problem with the concept 
of one person or one office as the answer for 
diversity or inclusion issues is that an individual 
is supposed to help one student through a 
problem—it’s “very individuated and transac-
tional.” She wanted to move this process “from 
transactional to transformational.”

Civic Participation and 
Engaging All Abilities 
In short, there was a gap between the desire to 
make campus more inclusive and what students 
were perceiving about that desire based on the 
isolated and siloed nature of the remedies. 

With the EPI work, students have a sense 
of belonging on campus; they have mentors 
who aren’t even their professors. Holistically, 
it’s about civic participation. When people are 
given the chance to change and alter something 
that needs addressing, it goes beyond just identi-
fying what isn’t working and forces the question, 

“What would you like to see instead?” 
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She wanted the College to ask itself, “What 
does it mean when you change campus to draw on 
diversity as a resource and seek to incorporate the 
variety of human experiences that are represented 
in our learning community?” 

The same concepts apply to Vassar’s Summer 
learning program, Summer Immersion in 
the Liberal Arts, in fact. Summer “bridge” 
programs among colleges and universities are not 
uncommon, but when she first started studying 
the various models, she felt that most operated 
on a deficit-based model. 

Princeton was doing the closest to what Lowe 
Swift imagines for Vassar—to focus on what 
students are bringing from their home commu-
nities and helping connect that knowledge to 
their educational experience at Vassar. There were 
fourteen students in the first pilot, and nine of 
those took on leadership roles for their first full 
semester after the summer program. 

This approach fits perfectly with Vassar’s goal 
of supporting the abilities and gifts students bring 
with them, as they take control of their own 
journeys and pathways to learning and growing.

Diversity Work by Community, 
Not Committee 
Knowing that hierarchies and divisions cut down 
conversations, they needed to determine how to 
best be inclusive inside this “academically rigorous 
community”—how they could avoid diversity work 
by committee to do “diversity work by community.”

Thus, when the chance was offered by the 
Mellon Foundation to build an exciting, new 
learning community, and an early suggestion 
was an eight-person committee, she knew that 
traditional answer wasn’t the right one for Vassar. 

She wanted everyone on campus to be offered 
a chance to explore the questions of belonging 
and thriving, so everyone on campus was invited 
to participate.  In response to the mass email 
that offered a chance to join a non-identity based 
interest group, over 300 people—students, staff, 
and faculty—wanted to participate, and they 
were able to accommodate about 120 of them to 
begin the work.

Currently, there are seven of these working 
groups, which have no limit to group number— 
people select the topic they are most passionate 

With the Engaged Pluralism Initiative work, students have a sense of belonging 

on campus; they have mentors who aren’t even their professors. Holistically, 

it’s about civic participation. When people are given the chance to change and 

alter something that needs addressing, it goes beyond just identifying what 

isn’t working and forces the question, “What would you like to see instead?” 

Photo by Holly Wilmeth/Vassar College
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about—so some larger groups have 18-20 
members; they meet every other week to make 
plans, have discussions, and then put those plans 
in motion. 

Whatever group they join, all members are 
learning more about Conflict Resolution, specifi-
cally what can be learned as we move against the 
impulse to shut out any opinions we find objec-
tionable. “It’s very difficult to come up with an 
idea everyone agrees with,” she notes, so these 
groups offer a holistic, comprehensive way of 
thinking through difficult questions. 

They aren’t inviting conflict, just naming it and 
working through it. They learn techniques and 
strategies for these conversations, with one student 
calling EPI work a version of “Radical Hospitality.” 

For instance, in one of the larger groups of 18, 
the majority was on board with an idea and ready 
to move forward. A lone sophomore, who was still 
figuring out how to speak in a group that included 
tenured faculty members, had another opinion. 

In order to have a meaningful discussion, 
without an undue burden on one student, the 
group facilitator asked everyone to shift to the 
view the sophomore held as they worked through 
the other side. 

As a result, everyone in the group became 
actively engaged in fully understanding and artic-
ulating one student’s position. Lowe Swift explains, 

“It modeled how to engage, rather than alienate 
someone for having a different perspective.” 

The project ultimately shifted based on what 
they all learned as they worked through a position 
they had not considered. Lowe Swift explains, 

“Recognizing connections and community, where 
others might see difference and distance is at the 
center of what we aspire to do.”

Creating Mechanisms for Dynamism 
The learning groups emphasize multi-constituency, 
collaborative learning over individual learning, 
and involving people who wouldn’t normally 
come in contact in important conversations. 

In these groups, they are developing logistical 
skills, time management skills, and learning to 
use each other as resources towards deeper under-
standing and more effective collaboration. Since no 
individual can do the work of inclusion, Lowe Swift 
notes that working groups can offer a “moments of 
centralization for consistency” but “with mecha-
nisms for dynamism and allowing for adaptation 
with every new group of students coming in.” 

Jonathan Kahn, Professor of Religion and Chair 
of the Inclusive Pedagogy working group, notes that 
Lowe Swift’s version of leadership “embodies the 
EPI program.”  Explaining how she holds every-
thing together and is tireless in her focus, he adds, 

“She works like no one else.”  
EPI isn’t just about meetings, Kahn explains; this 

is important work done piece by piece, taking people 
from their silos, and building productive conversations 
between students, faculty, staff, and administration.

He adds that one especially fun part of this is 
“not thinking of curriculum as a zero-sum game.” 
They are reimagining the Teaching and Learning 
Resource Center in the group, for instance, 
looking to build something from the ground up. 

This work reminds everyone there that pedagogy 
is about more than authoritative grasp of the 
course material. Instead, Kahn argues, “Pedagogy 
is about mutual understanding.”

Being Transported 
Sophia Kapur is a sophomore now, but met Lowe 
Swift her first week on campus, after Lowe Swift  
invited her for tea. While Kapur explains Lowe 
Swift is undoubtedly the “driving force of EPI,” 
she “doesn’t want any of the focus on her.”

Spotlight continued
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Spotlight continued

Ultimately, Kapur considers joining a working group as 
one of the best decisions she made since coming to Vassar 
for several reasons, in part for providing the opportunity 
to know Lowe Swift. “She has this incredible warmth to 
her,” Kapur explains. “It feels like you were transported 
to life outside of campus.” Kapur adds, “I can’t imagine 
being here without knowing her.” 

Shreya Suresh is an Anthropology Major who met Lowe 
Swift at the beginning of her freshman year. Suresh recalls, 

“I was nervous, didn't know a lot of folks, but she invited 
me into conversation with warmth and love, a gesture I 
will never forget. The warmth and love have translated 
into every conversation I have had with her ever since, be it 
about the purpose of ethnography or about home-sickness.” 

A year into her studies now, Suresh explains that Lowe 
Swift has remained a constant presence, guiding her through 
academic frustrations, helping her sort through moments 
she disagreed with other EPI members, and providing 
invaluable assistance in this transition phase of her life. 

“Especially as an anthropology major,” she adds, “I admire 
the way she allows all the discipline to intermingle with the 
multitude of possibilities to foster connection and empathy 
on campus. With regards to EPI, she has put in so much 
dedication and energy she has given to every concern, query 
or moment of confusion that has popped up to make sure the 
members of the initiative embody what it is fostering to create.” Photo by Karl Rabe/Vassar College
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Alumnae Willa Vincitore, part of the Climate 
Assessment working group and former co-chair of this 
group, praises Lowe Swift for being “a skilled facilitator 
of difficult conversations.” 

Vincitore explains that Lowe Swift has a talent for bringing 
people together and organizing communities, as well as an 
innate ability to guide people through difficult, complex intel-
lectual and emotional work. Vincitore adds, “I have deeply 
appreciated the way she has gently mentored me as I travel on 
my journey into active, anti-racist work and self-reflection.”

An Innovative and Fearless Leader 
As a Qualitative Research and Curriculum Engagement 
Associate with the EPI, Henry Molina has known Lowe 
Swift in a variety of contexts— first as her student. Among 
the joys of working with Lowe Swift, he explains, are her 
vigor and her innovative, fearless approach. 

She’s connected people in a way that had not been done 
before on campus and shown what is possible to achieve 
together; she encourages them to take their differences 
and turn them into meaningful, exciting work—all while 
learning about relationship building and problem solving. 

By bringing together faculty and students to address 
the same issues head-on, she asks people to step out of 
normal roles, in order to “tackle the problems before the 
problems tackle us.” Photo by John Abbott/Vassar College
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Spotlight continued

When Jackson Kroopf graduated from Vassar, Lowe 
Swift was his mentor and long-time professor. An accom-
plished filmmaker, Kroopf returned to Vassar last spring 
to film a piece on EPI; the Film Department hired him 
to teach for a year, and he will be filming about EPI 
throughout that period. 

He returned to work with Lowe Swift, he states, because 
he wanted to help create a space in the film to speak to 
what happens as they actually go through the work rather 
than just providing “lip service.” 

While watching people work through differences is 
exciting and inspiriting, Kroopf also acknowledges the 
difficulties, particularly in accepting the new structure. 
He believes people in positions of power rarely want to 
relinquish any of that power, but this project creates 

“decentralized, collaborative, non-hierarchical work.”

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Dr. Rachel James Clevenger 

earned her M.Ed. degree from Mississippi College. 

After finishing her PhD in Composition and Rheto-

ric, she taught and served as the University Writing Center 

Director for Birmingham Southern College and University of 

Alabama at Birmingham. Most recently, she taught Business 

Communications at Samford University.Photo by Tamar M. Thibodeau/Vassar College
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Tim Ward, the dean of Manhattan College’s Engineering Programs, explains this high 
success across their student body is due to the college’s dedication to their students and 
the experiential learning that takes place across the state of New York. 

As a way to further support an exceptional higher education for their STEM students, 
Manhattan College will be debuting their new Leo Hall and Higgins Center construction 
and renovations projects in Fall 2020. 

 
Inside the Higgins Engineering and Science Center 
 Named after two of their largest donors, Patricia Higgins, Ph.D., and Cornelius Higgins, 
PhD., the Higgins Engineering and Science Center is the newest addition to Manhattan 
College. The facility is three stories tall and 30,000 square-feet.

The sleek, modern building will include 14 state-of-the-art laboratories as well as 
collaborative learning spaces. When designing the building, the college decided to not 
include new classrooms, and instead decided to utilize the spaces only for laboratories. 

 Manhattan College is one of the premier private 

universities for engineering in the country. When 

compared to schools with similar student demo-

graphics, graduates from Manhattan College are 

37% more likely to graduate, and 60% of their 

low-income students have reached top income 

earnings by their early thirties.

CONSTRUCTION & PLANNING by Cassidy Clevenger

Blending Campus with Community at Manhattan College
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With nearly one-third of the students at MC 
being engineering majors, and all their students 
having to take mandatory science classes, this 
building will positively impact nearly everyone 
enrolled on campus.  

 
A Vital Partnership 
Manhattan College recently received their 
second grant from the Higher Education Capital 
Matching Grant Program (HECap), and with 
these funds, the college began phase four of their 
renovation plans for Leo Hall; as of 2018, the 
college received a $3.5 million grant from HECap. 

To quote Governor Andrew Cuomo, “New 
York is home to some of the best colleges and 
universities in the world, and by investing in 
cutting-edge education and research, they will 
continue to fuel our workforce.” Cuomo explains 
how this funding will benefit both individual 
students and New York as a whole. 

 HECap’s goal is to invest in local, non-profit, 
private institutions, thus giving the colleges the 
resources they need to be able to provide their 
students with a world-class education. 

HECap is a state government funded grant 
that is designed to benefit current students, future 

students, as well as strengthen the community 
and ultimately increase revenue within the state 
by keeping their college students educated and 
employed locally.

Dean Ward explains that Manhattan College 
is responsible for roughly half of all the STEM 
graduates in New York, and the funding provided 
by HECap highlights the state's commitments to 
science and engineering. 

 When the college was in the planning phase 
of the project and looking for contract workers, 
Ward noted how many of the options were 
Manhattan College graduates, because so many 
MC graduates continued their careers locally; 

Ward playfully stated, “Manhattan engineers 
built New York.” 

Furthermore, MC has added jobs to the 
surrounding Bronx area, which is also inspiring 
other businesses to move into the neighborhood. 

 
Working with Alumni 
 In addition to the HECap grant, the college is 
largely relying on individual donors to fund the 
project. In total, the target expense of Leo and 
Higgins will be around $165 million, and the 
college has currently raised nearly $121 million, 
as of this year. 

The new science center is especially monumental, because it’s construction

marks the beginning of Manhattan College’s comprehensive, strategic plan 

of up-and-coming renovations and upgrades for all of their science and 

engineering facilities, both on the North and South side of campus.
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Construction & Planning continued

Also noteworthy is the fact that former MC 
graduates donate more than money—they also 
dedicate a lot of their time to improving the 
college, and many maintained college involvement 
long after graduation. 

 
Considerations and Challenges 
of Construction 
 New York is notoriously congested, and certainly 
undertaking a major project—such as updating Leo 
and Higgins—does not help alleviate this burden.

 As Ward said, “We are living in a construction 
zone.” As a result, parking has been one of the 
largest sacrifices to the renovations, and now 
commuters must compete for space on smaller 
lots nearby, or use the larger parking garage that 
is a few blocks away.  

Additionally, one of the most important 
steps in any construction project is expectation 
management. Everyone involved in the design 
and action must have a realistic expectation of 
what can be achieved within their timelines and 
budget. 

 
Campus and Community 
 Thanks to the HECap grant and support via 
donors, Manhattan College has continued their 
multi-million dollar renovations on Leo Hall and 
the Higgins Engineering and Science Center. 

Leo Hall and Higgins will serve as the primary 
student hub on the southern part of campus, and 
these projects will open doors of opportunities 
for students to build interpersonal academic 
relationships with their peers and professors, as 

well as prepare them for interdisciplinary work 
environments in the future.

The new science center is especially 
monumental, because its construction marks 
the beginning of Manhattan College’s compre-
hensive, strategic plan of up-and-coming 
renovations and upgrades for all of their science 
and engineering facilities, both on the North and 
South side of campus. 

 The culture of MC is one of community. 
Students are encouraged to explore and study areas 
off campus, such as the 2nd Ave subway line or the 
Washington Bridge. Similarly, community boards 
and government organizations are welcomed to 
host events on MC’s campus.

In short, everything and everyone involved 
with MC appears to overlap, and there is a 
seamless integration between the college and 
New York state.

The sleek, modern building will include 14 state-of-the-art laboratories as 

well as collaborative learning spaces. When designing the building, the  

college decided to not include new classrooms, and instead decided to 

utilize the spaces only for laboratories.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Cassidy Clevenger is 

a Samford University alum. She is currently 

in graduate school at Samford in the MSW program, 

while working as a staff writer.
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Experiential Learning at Delaware Valley University

In September of this year, the university accepted a national award for 
being a leader in experiential learning. The Experience360 Program 
was named the 2019 Outstanding Experiential Education Program 
by the National Society for Experiential Education (NSEE). NSEE 
awards this honor in recognition of “an outstanding institution that has 
demonstrated an exceptional commitment to experiential education.” 

Outstanding Experiential Education
“Having a prominent organization recognize Delaware Valley University 
as a national leader in experiential learning is rewarding,” said Dr. 
Benjamin Rusiloski, vice president for academic affairs and dean of 
the faculty. “We plan to continue to expand and refine our program 
and serve as a resource for other schools.” 

As young college graduates enter the real world job market, 

it is very often the experiences outside the classroom that 

set them apart from fellow applicants. Students at Delaware 

Valley University can be sure that they are ready when that 

time comes because of DelVal’s Experience360 Program. 

ON-CAMPUS by Sheila Wagner
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Students start preparing for their careers from 
the very first semester on campus, beginning 
with a course incorporating professional devel-
opment and problem-based learning and ending 
with the creation of a co-curricular transcript 
that includes experiences such as internships, 
study abroad, research and civic engagement. 

Experience360 Program
Experience360 Program Director Darrah 
Mugrauer explained that undergraduate 
students complete at least two experi-
ential learning activities as a component 
of their required curriculum at Delaware 
Valley University. Each individual academic 
department has its own set of requirements from 
which students can pick and choose the most 
appropriate activities for their career and profes-
sional development goals. There are eight types 
of activities, Mugrauer added, which include 
Academic Internship, Career Exploration 
Experience, Student Research, Study/Cultural 
Experience Abroad, Community Service, Civic 
Engagement, Leadership Development, and 
Experiential Learning coursework. 

All undergraduate students participate in 
some facet of the Experience360 Program. In 
their first year, students participate in DelVal 
Experience seminar coursework, focused 
on problem-based learning and professional 
development. Each activity within the 
Experience360 Program includes real-time 
reflection within online coursework. These 
classes are led by faculty and staff instructors 
who provide feedback and guidance to 
students. While there are credit-bearing and 
non-credit bearing components to the program, 
all reflection activities are graded and included 
in a student’s GPA. 

Career Goals And Action Steps
According to the National Association of 
Colleges and Employers (NACE), employers 
tend to rate recent college graduates lower on 
certain key career competencies, such as profes-
sionalism and work ethic, than students rate 
themselves. “Through data collected over seven 
years within the Experience360 Program,” said 
Mugrauer, “we found that DelVal students are 
rated highly by employers.” Mugrauer believes 
that is because the program encourages self-re-
flection and development of both soft skills 
and industry specific skills based in hands-on 
learning. The program requires students to 

“I transferred [to Delaware] and immediately found that the E360 program provided 

urgency and a practical experience that is imperative to having prior to graduating. 

The position I am in right now is directly because of the program and the personal 

development you receive directly from the professors.”     — FRANCIS ARNOLD, JR., '16
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On-Campus continued

consider, reflect and respond to professional 
development and career goals in a number of 
ways throughout participation. 

Prior to the experiential learning activity, 
Mugrauer continued, students must identify 
a career goal and action steps to assist in their 
planning. As part of activity approval, students 
must prepare learning objectives related to the 
activity that are then approved by site supervisor 
and faculty. While participating in the experi-
ential learning activity, students are required 
to read materials related to the activity and 
professional etiquette if applicable. Students 
also write a pre-flection paper outlining 
learning objectives, short-term and long-term 
goals. “Building this reflection into the activity 
through the process allows for students to gain 
more from their experiences and use them to 
grow,” Mugrauer stated. 

Francis Arnold, Jr., who graduated from 
DVU in 2016 said, “I transferred there and 
immediately found that the E360 program 
provided urgency and a practical experience that 
is imperative to having prior to graduating. The 
position I am in right now is directly because of 

the program and the personal development you 
receive directly from the professors.” He thanks 
the entire business department at DVU for their 
commitment to supporting, challenging and 
empowering students which enabled him to 
persevere. 

Strategic Plans For Future
“Experiential education is at the center of 
University’s strategic plan,” noted Mugrauer. 
DVU’s founder, Dr. Joseph Krauskopf, 
developed their institution with a mission of 
“science with practice.”

The Experience360 Program allows students 
to continue to work towards this mission in and 
out of the classroom, partnering with campus 
and community members to become learners 
and leaders in their fields. They continue to seek 
and foster relationships that aid in providing 
their students with opportunities for unique 
hands-on learning experiences within and 
outside of the walls of a traditional classroom. 
The University’s strategic plan calls for devel-
oping a Center for Teaching and Learning. 
“This Center will serve our internal campus 

community in areas of experiential learning and 
serve as a resource for the larger community, 
including other institutions,” she added. 

DelVal President Dr. Maria Gallo stated, 
“Delaware Valley University is leading the way 
in experiential education. As we implement our 
new strategic plan, we will continue to expand 
and enhance our innovative and effective 
approach to experiential learning.”

Mugrauer is justly proud of the fact that since 
the pilot class graduated from the E360 Program 
in 2015, the University’s career outcomes rate 
has increased by a total of 5.5 percentage points. 
She concluded, “We think this increase speaks 
to the value of experiential learning and the 
impact it is having on our students and alumni.” 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Sheila Wagner has 
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staff writer for Private University Products and News. 
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BATES COLLEGE ATTAINS  

CARBON NEUTRALITY  
AHEAD OF SCHEDULE
A year ahead of its announced commitment, Bates College has become carbon 

neutral. Measured against a 2001 baseline, Bates has eliminated 95 percent of 

its campus greenhouse gas emissions, and will purchase carbon offsets for the 

remainder. In its Climate Action Plan, announced nine years ago, Bates committed 

to hitting this important milestone by 2020.

by Doug Hubley
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Leadership in Combating Climate Change 
Reaching the goal early is a measure of the college’s 
determination and leadership in combating climate 
change, and in sustainability overall. Out of some 700 
U.S. colleges and universities to sign a carbon-neutrality 
pledge in 2007, Bates is one of only seven to date that 
have reached that goal.

Stewardship of the Wider World 
“This achievement shows Bates at its best,” says Bates 
President Clayton Spencer. “Our mission statement calls 
for responsible stewardship of the wider world, and at 
this point in our history on this planet, there is no higher 
need than addressing climate change.

“More important, we have met this goal through 
shared effort, commitment, and creativity by the entire 
college community with students leading the way.”

Shrinking its Carbon Footprint 
on Three Fronts 
Broadly speaking, Bates worked on three fronts to shrink 
its carbon footprint: reducing energy consumption 
through efficiency measures; strengthening the culture 
of sustainability on campus; and switching to renewable 
energy sources—most important, Renewable Fuel Oil 

Bates College Attains Carbon Neutrality continued
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(RFO), a wood-derived liquid that’s now the primary 
fuel for the college’s central heating plant.

Largely because of the impact of RFO, the Association 
for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher 
Education ranked Bates fourth in the world for its clean 
energy program in 2017.

“Bates has successfully integrated behavioral change 
into the everyday patterns of the college and adapted 
innovative energy solutions into the very core of campus 
operations,” says Geoff Swift, vice president for finance 
and administration and treasurer. “Together, these efforts 
are a win-win for Bates: The college has reduced waste 
and achieved carbon neutrality in a manner that makes 
sound financial sense.”

EcoReps, Student Task Force 
“I chose Bates because of its sustainability programs,” says 
Tamsin Stringer ’22 of Bloomington, Ind. Stringer is a 
member of both the college’s EcoReps, a student task force 
for green initiatives on campus, and its Committee on 
Environmental Responsibility, a faculty, staff, and student 
group that charted Bates’ course toward carbon neutrality.

Stringer attended the CER meeting earlier this month 
where senior staff revealed that Bates would achieve neutrality 
ahead of schedule. “I felt proud to be going to Bates,” she says.
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“The fact that a school can take an initiative 
like that and uphold its commitment is just really 
inspiring to me.”

Switching to Renewable Energy
Tom Twist, Bates’ sustainability manager, estimates 
that nearly two-thirds of the emissions reduction is 
attributable to, first, Bates’ switch to renewable sources 
of electricity, in 2005; and second, to efficiency and 
conservation measures overseen by college energy 
manager John Rasmussen. All told, these efficiency 
measures have reduced the college’s utility bills by 
more than $1 million annually.

These include the replacement of virtually all 
campus lighting with LED lamps; enhancing building 
insulation and replacing windows across campus with 
better-sealed units; and acquiring technology that 
enables much more precise, and therefore energy-
saving, monitoring and control for HVAC and other 
electrical draws.

The remaining emissions were eliminated mostly 
by converting to fossil-free fuels, notably the adoption 
of the new fuel oil for the steam plant that heats most 
of the campus—more than a million square feet of 
interior space. 

Bates College Attains Carbon Neutrality continued
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RFO, produced by the Canadian firm Ensyn, is 
created from forest industry byproducts in a chemical 
reaction that, once started, is largely fueled by its 
own byproducts.

In 2017, the college started burning RFO in one 
of the steam plant’s three boilers. This year, Bates 
converted a second boiler, ensuring that RFO is 
virtually the only heat source for buildings served 
by the central plant.

Bates is the only U.S. educational institution using 
RFO for heat, and one of only three U.S. institutions 
of any kind that heat with it.

A Campus Culture Dedicated 
to Sustainability
Harder to quantify but essential to Bates’ achievement 
is a campus culture dedicated to sustainability, as 
well as social justice, which for many at Bates go 
hand in hand.

The academic curriculum includes an interdisci-
plinary environmental studies program that integrates 
the natural sciences and humanities, and immerses 
students in community-engaged research and action.

Students drive a number of environmental organi-
zations on campus—notably the EcoReps, overseen 
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by sustainability manager Twist, a program that gives its members 
both the practical and interpersonal skills to make things happen 
on campus and in life after Bates.

The greenhouse gas emissions chart that the college has used 
to track progress toward neutrality, for example, was created by 
EcoReps, Twist points out.

Previously, aside from a professional assessment performed in 
2009, “it was just a blank map. We had no idea where we were. 
So we had students work on it for two years, and they filled it 
in,” Twist explains. “And they actually did a better job than the 
paid consultants.”

Inviting Students to Play a Role 
in Carbon-Neutrality Effort 
As far back as 2014, if not longer, Bates faculty have invited 
students to play a role in the carbon-neutrality effort through 
their work in class.

For instance, for their capstone project in environmental studies, 
two 2018 graduates conducted research into carbon offsets—
verified programs that ameliorate atmospheric carbon through 
various means—that informed Bates’ current neutrality plan.

 Bates is purchasing offsets that support the capture of methane, 
a potent greenhouse gas, as it escapes from landfills, diverting it 
for energy production.

“I was very excited about this wealth of information that we 
had at our fingertips and about our realization that we had many 
affordable options to reach carbon neutrality,” says one of those 
alumnae, Caitlin Keady of Kamloops, British Columbia.

“I felt empowered by this work and by the knowledge that with 
a bit of research and a few late nights I could help change the 
way Bates prioritizes sustainability,” says Keady, who will start 
working toward a master’s in environmental engineering this fall.

“I acquired a vast range of skills as an EcoRep, from leadership 
and presentation techniques to data analysis and report writing. 
I grew a tremendous amount as an aspiring professional in 
this field.”

“I haven’t seen any other school trust its students as much as 
we do with sustainability work,” says Twist. “They’re basically 
embedded in every single sustainability project that we’re doing, 
and they’re doing real work.”

He adds, “You hear tons of bad news about climate change 
every day, but you don’t hear a lot of coverage on what to do 

Bates College Attains Carbon Neutrality continued

“You hear tons of bad news about climate change 

every day, but you don’t hear a lot of coverage on 

what to do about it, and that makes people very  

depressed and hopeless. We’re showing students a 

viable pathway for how to do this.”   

                          —TOM TWIST, SUSTAINABILITY MANAGER AT BATES
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Bates College Attains Carbon Neutrality continued

about it, and that makes people very depressed and hopeless. 
We’re showing students a viable pathway for how to do this.”

In fact, the entire campus community benefits from Bates’ 
inclusive approach to green action. “In terms of sustainability,” 
he says, “Bates has a really deep bench.”

Keeping Interest and Support Levels High 
Initiatives like the Green Innovation Grants program keep the 
interest high among staff, faculty, and students alike. And the 
CER, legislated into existence in 2007 and currently chaired by 
physics professor Travis Gould, “is in a unique position to address 
higher-level sustainability policy,” says Twist.

“That was the group that leveraged what we knew about carbon 
neutrality and suggested that we advise senior staff that we were 
within striking distance of neutrality.”

“Bates has stepped up, taken responsibility for its carbon 
footprint, and done so in a way that should be a model for other 
institutions,” says Gould. “It’s been a process of years, and I want 
to recognize the contributions of faculty—in teaching, research, 
and leadership—that helped get us to this point. This really has 
been a collective effort.”

A recent poll of the Bates campus community showed that 
virtually the entire student body, and 96 percent of staff and 
faculty, supported the college’s attainment of carbon neutrality by 
2020. Slightly more than half of first-year students polled by the 
college Admission office said that they—like Tamsin Stringer—
were attracted to Bates by its commitment to environmental 
sustainability.

A Success Story Years in the Making 
After peaking in 2003, Bates’ greenhouse gas emissions dropped 
dramatically in 2005, the year the college began sourcing all of 
its electricity from wind power.

In 2007, the year Bates joined the American College & 
University Presidents’ Climate Commitment, emissions were 
less than half of the 2003 high-water mark.

Between campus-wide efficiency measures and the sharp 
reduction made possible by the switch to RFO, emissions 
plummeted again starting in 2015—all this despite the addition 
of some 200,000 square feet of building space to the campus 
since 2001.

Bates is relying only minimally on the purchase of carbon 
offsets to attain carbon neutrality. The college will spend about 
$7,000 annually to offset fossil-fueled heat in certain buildings 
and travel to and from campus, including air travel for student 
study abroad and faculty research trips.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Doug Hubley writes and edits text 

for Bates publications, including the Campus Construction 

Updates. He also edits listings of public events taking place 

at the college and handles certain media relations duties, including 

publicity for arts events.











Expanded 45,000-square-foot student hub features flex learning spaces.

by Liana Moran

I.W. “Ike” Cousins Center for Science and Innovation

REIMAGINING 
1970’S BUILDING
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When the Fall semester began on Aug. 19, science and 
business students at Oglethorpe University attended classes 
in the newly completed I.W. “Ike” Cousins Center for 
Science and Innovation (formerly Goslin Hall). 

Located on the historic quadrangle of the campus, the 
original, three-story modernist building was transformed 
into a union of contemporary innovative architecture and 
a reflection of the authentically crafted Collegiate Gothic 
buildings on campus.

 The new center now houses laboratory classrooms and 
spaces for interactive study across disciplines as well as 
the university’s newly established Q. William Hammack 
Jr. School of Business. 

Cooper Carey led the design for the nearly 
50-year-old building’s exterior and interior renova-
tions as well as its 25,000-square-foot addition, a 
U-shaped structure wrapping three sides of the 
original 1971 hall. 

This approach not only limited the waste of demolition 
by reusing the existing structure, but also preserves 
available land on campus for future growth. The redesigned 
Cousins Center incorporates modern elements such as 
extensive glass walls to let in light and provide expansive 
views, multiple new entryways that connect pedestrians 
from all corners of campus and enhanced accessibility.

 Cousins Center continued
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 Cousins Center continued

Blending Historic with the New 
To create a design that blends the historic with 
the new, the design team translated historic 
proportions for roof slopes, stone detailing, and 
windows after analyzing the original hand-drawn 
blueprints for Lupton Hall, the second oldest 
building on campus, which have been preserved 
by the Atlanta History Center. 

 Many of the innovative contemporary elements 
such as curtain wall, metal panels and roof overhangs 
were based on the fundamental proportions of 
the historic documents discovered by the design 
team. In addition, slate roofing tiles, granite walls 

and precast concrete detailing echo the campus’ 
dominant Collegiate Gothic architecture, which is 
listed on the National Register of Historic Places. 

The exterior stone from the original building 
was also preserved and repurposed as interior 
walls after the addition was built around it.

“As a new central hub for the campus, the 
science and business schools provide a unified 
environment to spark creativity and encourage 
cross-disciplinary collaboration. This focus on 
communal innovation and collaboration was 
a critical component of the design,” said Brian 
Campa, principal at Cooper Carey.

 Campa adds, “By opening up the old spaces 
and creating interconnected environments, 
the Cousins Center puts learning and collabo-
ration on display, capitalizing on the building 
location to create an important crossroads for 
students at the heart of the campus.” 

About the Design 
Cooper Carry provides architecture, planning, 
landscape architecture, interior design, lab 
planning, environmental graphic design and 
sustainability consulting services. 

Founded in 1960, the firm specializes in the 
design of corporate, education, government, 
hospitality, mixed-use, office, residential, retail, 
science + technology, and transit projects.

Engaging a fundamental design philosophy 
centered on the concept that environments 
should connect people to people and people 
to place, the firm promotes the philosophy of 
“connective architecture.”  

Designers understand the local market and 
the specific cultural and physical contexts in 
which the building will serve those who interact 
with it while conceiving memorable spaces, 
inside and out.

“The reimagined Cousins Center is now a place where the Oglethorpe 

community can meaningfully interact in creative spaces that deepen 

learning and foster success for the next 50 years.”   

— LARRY SCHALL, PRESIDENT OF OGLETHORPE UNIVERSITY
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 Cousins Center continued

Providing Ample Natural Light 
The design team recognized the importance of 
providing ample daylight to maximize energy 
efficiency, save costs and improve the student 
experience. 

According to a 2018 report by Urban Land 
Institute, exposure to daylight and access to 
windows have been linked to better productivity 
during the day and better sleep at night, as well 
as improved mood and cognitive function, less 
sleepiness, lower blood pressure and increased 
physical activity. 

Natural light carries throughout the center 
with glass walls dividing classrooms and interior 
hallways, also benefitting interdisciplinary 
communication and interaction.

Active Learning with  
State-of-the-Art Technology
Inside the center, updated laboratories facilitate 
active learning with state-of-the-art technology. A 
new space called “The Garage” features a stage 
and tiered bleacher seating for events as well 
as an industrial garage door, which opens to a 
quad-level outdoor terrace. 
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The operable garage door blends the indoor 
and outdoor realms, providing another area for 
students to gather with peers or find pause in 
nature. Upstairs, a loft space serves as a new 
incubation lab where students can develop 
startups or create products, with reservable 
meeting rooms, teaming furniture and 
technology for collaboration.

“As our university grows and evolves to meet 
the demands of the 21st century, we want to 
provide Oglethorpe’s next generation with the 
tools to develop dynamic, forward-thinking 
ideas,” said Oglethorpe University President 
Larry Schall. 

“The reimagined Cousins Center is now a 
place where the Oglethorpe community can 
meaningfully interact in creative spaces that 
deepen learning and foster success for the next 
50 years.” 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Liana Moran is the 

Media Contact for The Wilbert Group. She can 
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Butler University in Indianapolis, Indiana, is 

utterly devoted to offering their students 

the best possible educational experience. 

Butler’s dedication to this goal is further 

realized by the recent debut of their $100 

million renovation and construction project 

for their new science complex, which 

combines both tradition and innovation.

Butler University Combines  

TRADITION & 
INNOVATION  
in New Science Complex
by Cassidy Clevenger
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Environment and Encouragement
The science complex project will be the largest 
investment undertaking to date for the college, 
and it will certainly take Butler to a completely 
new level of academic excellence. The complex 
includes innovative and cutting-edge class-
rooms and labs that mimic those of today’s 
top-research companies.

The design of the spaces encourages students 
to do interdisciplinary work with other cohorts, 
which can help teach valuable teamwork skills 
that are a necessity for any future researcher. 
One example of Butler’s enthusiasm for collab-
oration and technology is seen in Holcomb’s 
observatory; Butler’s Physics and Astronomy 
programs are a part of a consortium involving 
three of the top observing sites in the world, 
which students are able to view via computers 
on campus.

The first phase of the project included an 
additional 44,000 square feet as well as a 
13,200 square-foot atrium. In the following 
two phases, Butler has renovated their existing 
science buildings, Gallahue Hall and the 

Tradition and Innovation continued
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Holcomb Building. By the end of the project, 
the new science complex will include 96,000 
square-feet of expansion and renovations.

 
A Culture of Cooperation
As research becomes more focused on collaboration, 
and less on working in silos, it is ever-increasingly 
important for students to learn early the impor-
tance of interdisciplinary efforts. This is one reason 
Butler made the intentional choice for state-of-
the-art designs which allow for professors to teach 
using more hands-on methodology, and engage 
with the students like colleagues.

Over the last decade, Butler’s science program 
enrollment has increased 70%, which highlights 
the need to invest in this aspect of the institution. 
The labs, classrooms, and study areas will be used 
for Chemistry, Astronomy, Physics, Engineering, 
and Psychology undergraduate students.

Additionally, Butler is planning to explore 
other related fields, such as Neuroscience and 
Data Science, as those fields offer increasing job 
opportunities.

Financing this Project and More
Butler needed $100 million for the new science 
complex to be all the college envisioned. Strategic 
plans for the project were originally discussed 
in 2011, and the planning was put into action 
starting in 2014.

Once a plan of attack was established, the 
construction was able to begin in 2017.  At 
this time, when the construction of the science 
complex was in its infancy, Butler raised $27.5 
million through philanthropic donations, mostly 
via Butler alumni.

The institution recently launched the 
largest-ever comprehensive fundraising 
campaign; this year, President James “Jim” 
Danko announced at the groundbreaking of the 
new science complex his plan for Butler Beyond, 
the university’s new strategic plan involving a 
$250 million capital campaign fund. The campus 
is aspiring to reach their goal by May 2022. As 
of October, 2019, Butler has raised over $172 
million toward the fund.

           
Investing in Indiana
Butler is proud of their greater community, and 
they want to help their area grow and expand. 
The university hopes their efforts will further 
cement Butler as a top-tier school at both a state 
and national level.

The new science complex will allow their 
outstanding students and faculty to work in 
an equally impressive location to teach their 
students the needed skills and talents to practice 

Tradition and Innovation continued
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research in Indiana post-graduation. In 2016, 
a study found that 63% of their science grads 
stayed locally to begin their careers, thus proving 
how investing in students early can aid in local 
economic growth for the city and state.

Additionally, the university has a long history 
of attracting young women to their STEM 
programs, and in recent history, the majority 
of their STEM graduates have been female. In 
fact, Butler has more Lilly Scholar recipients than 
any other comparably sized institution. The new 
science complex will only increase the educational 
and career opportunities for their female students.

 
Change and Tradition 
Butler has a realistic approach to construction: 
either fix it now or fix it later; either way, the 
project(s) will have to happen. Though there 
are certain challenges, such as dust, noise, 
and parking issues whenever construction is 
underway, the long-term outcome is well-worth 
the temporary hassle. As Paul Valliere, Emeritus 
Professor of Religion at Butler, said during the 
2018 State of the University Address, “Butler 
cannot just exist in a steady state; we need to 
change to move on.”

Valliere explained how change is something 
that should be celebrated on campus—with all 
students and faculty who have spent time on 
Butler’s campus having experienced programs 
or buildings adapting and morphing over time; 
this growth is something to be admired.

That being said, Butler has been able to 
maintain many of the same values and vision over 
the passing decades, due to their commitment to 
ethical academic brilliance. Valliere stated, “In 
my view, we have achieved a proper balance—a 
healthy synthesis—of change and tradition.”

One year later, at the most recent State of the 
University Address, President Danko expanded 
upon Valliere’s previous points. Danko described 
how encouraged he is by the progress Butler has 
made, explaining he believes the university is 
stronger than ever.

The future of Butler, though planned out, is 
still flexible in nature, which allows for some 
breathing room while they continue to strive for 
what the Butler Beyond initiative defines as the 
“educational quality, expectations, and outcomes” 
they are working toward.
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